Abstract. In [1], a conjecture of J. G. Thompson for PSL n .q/ was proved. It was shown that every finite group G with the property Z.G/ D 1 and cs.G/ D cs.PSL n .q// is isomorphic to PSL n .q/ where cs.G/ is the set of conjugacy class sizes of G. In this article we improve this result for PSL 2 .q/. In fact we prove that if cs.G/ D cs.PSL 2 .q//, for q > 3, then G Š PSL 2 .q/ A, where A is abelian. Our proof does not depend on the classification of finite simple groups.
Introduction
Let G be a finite group and let Z.G/ be its center. For x 2 G, let x G denote the conjugacy class of G containing x, and let C G .x/ denote the centralizer of x in G. We use cs.G/ for the set of all conjugacy class sizes of G, that is,
In this article we are concerned with the following open conjecture: Conjecture 1.1 (Dual of Huppert's conjecture). Let G be a finite group and let H be a nonabelian simple group. If cs.G/ D cs.H /, then G Š H A, where A is abelian. This is exactly the dual of Huppert's conjecture on character degree sets of nonabelian simple groups, which was formulated by B. Huppert in the late 1990s. If cd.G/ denotes the character degree set of G, then we have:
In [1] , using the classification of finite simple groups, it is shown that PSL n .q/ satisfies Thompson's conjecture. In this article we improve this result for PSL 2 .q/ and show that PSL 2 .q/ satisfies Conjecture 1.1. At first we obtained the result by using the main theorem in [1] . However, we have chosen to avoid direct reference to the main theorem of [1] , in order to keep our proofs independent of the classification of finite simple groups. The proof is divided into two parts. First, we consider a finite group G such that cs.G/ D cs.PSL 2 .q// when q is even, and to get the result in this case, we use the classification of F -groups. By F -groups we mean the family of all finite groups G in which for any x; y 2 G Z.G/, if C G .x/ Ä C G .y/, then C G .x/ D C G .y/: For a noncentral element x 2 G, the centralizer C G .x/ is said to be free if it is both maximal and minimal among all the proper centralizers of G: A group G is an F -group if and only if all the centralizers of its non-central elements are free. The F -groups have been classified by Rebmann [11] . Secondly we study a group G such that cs.G/ D cs.PSL 2 .q// for odd q. In this case we get the results by applying the results of Baer and Suzuki on groups having a non-trivial partition. A setˇD ¹H 1 ; H 2 ; : : : ; H n º of subgroups is called a partition of G if every element x 2 G, x 6 D 1, belongs to one and only one subgroup H i 2ˇ. If n D 1, the partition is said to be trivial.
We also use the classification of Zassenhaus group of degree q C 1. Recall that a Zassenhaus group of degree q C 1 is a permutation group G of degree q C 1 in which the following hold:
(1) G is doubly transitive on q C 1 points, (2) any non-identity element has at most two fixed points, (3) G has no regular normal subgroups.
If G acts on and K Ä G is such that K acts on transitively and also for every˛2 the stabilizer K˛is trivial, then we say that K is a regular subgroup of G.
For an integer n, we write .n/ for the set of all prime divisors of n. We denote by .G/ the set of all prime divisors of jGj. If p is a prime number and n is an integer, then we use the notation n p for the p-part of n, that is, n p D p a , where p a j n and p aC1 − n. If is a set of primes, by G we mean a Hall -subgroup of G and in the particular case if p is a prime, then G p denotes a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If x 2 G, by the index of x in G we mean the size of the conjugacy class containing x. All further unexplained notation is standard and the reader is referred to [7] , for example.
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Main results
The following result is the characterization of Zassenhaus groups of degree q C 1, which follows from [9, Theorem 11.6].
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that G is a Zassenhaus group of degree q C 1 and of order .q C 1/qd . Then q D p f is a prime power, and the following are the only possibilities:
(c) p is odd, f is even and G is a certain sharply triply transitive group of order .q 2 1/q containing PSL 2 .p f / as its subgroup,
The following lemma describes the structure of a free centralizer, which will be used frequently.
where U p is a p-group for some prime p:
). Let G be a finite group. If the set of p-regular conjugacy class sizes of G is exactly ¹1; mº, then m D p a q b , where q is a prime distinct from p and with a 0, b 0.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a finite group of order np˛, where .n; p/ D 1 and˛> 0. Assume that P and R are two Sylow p-subgroups of G such that P \R has index p in P . Then jG W N G .P \ R/j D n=t, where t j n and t > p.
Proof. It is easy to see that RP Â N G .P \ R/. Hence jN G .P \ R/j jPRj. Now the result is obvious.
Proof. Since G D HZ.G/, it follows that G D H C G .r/ for every r 2 G. Therefore, for every r 2 G, The following statement is taken from [8, Theorem A] , which is the classification of F -groups. Lemma 2.6 (Rebmann). Let G be a nonabelian group. Then G is an F -group if and only if it is one of the following groups:
(1) G has a normal abelian subgroup of prime index, 
where P is a nonabelian F -group of prime-power order and A is abelian,
where p is a prime and p m > 3,
G=Z.G/ Š PSL 2 .9/ or PGL 2 .9/ and G 0 is isomorphic to the Schur cover of PSL 2 .9/ Š A 6 .
We note that except for the last two cases, G is solvable.
Lemma 2.7 ( [3, 4] ). If a solvable group G has a non-trivial partitionˇ, then one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) a component ofˇis selfnormalized and G is Frobenius,
(ii) G Š S 4 andˇconsists of maximal cyclic subgroups of G, (iii) G has a nilpotent normal subgroup N , which is a component ofˇsuch that
Lemma 2.8. ( [12] ) A finite non-solvable group G has a non-trivial partitionˇif and only if G is isomorphic to one of the following groups:
where p is a prime and p f 4.
Since PSL 2 .2/ is not simple, the following theorem covers all finite simple groups PSL 2 .q/ for even q. Theorem 2.9. Let G be a finite group and q > 2 even. If
Since there are no divisibilities among the nontrivial conjugacy class sizes of PSL 2 .2 f /, the centralizers of all non-trivial elements of G are free. Hence, G is an F -group. By using the classification of F -groups, we have the following possibilities.
So G is not in this class.
Case 2: G=Z.G/ is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel K=Z.G/ and Frobenius complement L=Z.G/, where K and L are abelian.
Pick
So gcd.jx G j; jy G j/ D 1 which is not possible according to cs.G/. Hence G is not in this class.
Case 3: G=Z.G/ is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel K=Z.G/ and Frobenius complement L=Z.G/ with K D P Z.G/, where P is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of G for some prime p 2 .G/, P is an
is a prime power which is not possible considering cs.G/. So G is not in this class. For each x 2 G Z.G/ we have
This shows that all primes dividing conjugacy class sizes are either 2 or 3, which contradicts the fact that 2 f 1; 2 f C 1 and 2 f are pairwise coprime. Hence G is not in this class.
Case 5: G D P A, where P is a nonabelian F -group of prime-power order and A is abelian.
It is clear that the conjugacy class sizes are all prime powers. Therefore, G is not in this class.
Case 6: 
As each r 2 cs.G 0 / is a divisor of some element in cs.G/ and p m .p m C / is even, we conclude that
By p m 7, we have
So 2.p m C 1/ < 2 f 1. Therefore, p m .p 2m 1/ < 2 2f 1. On the other hand, for each x 2 G, we have
Hence s Ä p m .p 2m 1/ for all s 2 cs.G/, which is a contradiction, by the above argument. Thus G does not satisfy this case. 
which is the result. Case 7: G=Z.G/ Š PSL 2 .9/ or PGL 2 .9/ and G 0 is isomorphic to a Schur cover of PSL 2 .9/ Š A 6 :
We have jPSL 2 .9/j D 360 and jPGL 2 .9/j D 720. Using GAP, we obtain that 90 2 cs.G 0 / for any Schur cover of A 6 .
Since 720 D 2 4 45, by considering cs.G/ and the fact that jx G j j OEG W Z.G/ for all elements x 2 G, we obtain 2 f j 2 4 and 2 f˙1 j 45. The proof of Theorem 2.10 is a consequence of the following eight lemmas and remarks. In the following we assume that G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.10.
Remark 2.11. Since q Á .mod 4/, where 2 ¹ 1; C1º, we have
By a well-known result in [6] we may assume that .G/ D .q.q 2 1//. Since q Á .mod 4/, it follows that .q C /=2 is odd and .q /=2 is even. So .q C /=2, q and q are pairwise coprime. Hence there is no prime t 2 .G/ such that t j a for all a 2 cs.G/ ¹1º. Lemma 2.12. For each t 2 .q.q C /=2/, G t is abelian.
Proof. First we claim for each t 2 .q.q C /=2/, we have that Z.G t / Z.G/ is nonempty. Let x be a noncentral element of G such that G t Ä C G .x/. Therefore jx G j 2 ¹.q 2 1/=2; q.q /º, and so C G .x/ is free. By Lemma 2.2, C G .x/ is either abelian or isomorphic to U s Z.G/ s 0 , where U s is an s-group for some prime divisor s of jGj.
Suppose that C G .x/ is not abelian.
Now we may assume C G .x/ is abelian. Since G t Ä C G .x/, it is clear that G t is abelian and so Z.G t / D G t . If G t Ä Z.G/, then t does not divide any conjugacy class sizes, a contradiction. So our claim is proved.
Let N D q.q 2 1/=2. For each t 2 .q.q C /=2/, we shall show that G t is abelian by contradiction. We assume that G t is not abelian. We have
So there is no non-central t 0 -element centralizing Z.G t /. Since G t is not abelian, there is u 2 G t Z.G t /. Hence Z.G t / OE C G .u/ t . By cs.G/, we infer that
.q 2 1/=2º. Without loss of generality we may assume C G .x/ t OE G t . Note that jG t W C G .x/ t j D N t and hence we have jC G .x/ t j > jZ.G t /j, which implies that there is an element y 2 C G .x/ t Z.G t / G t . But we know that C G .x/ is free and so either C G .x/ is abelian or C G .x/ D G s Z.G/ s 0 . By the fact that jC G .x/ t j > jZ.G t /j, we deduce that C G .x/ is abelian.
Note that we have Z.G t / OE C G .y/. The fact that C G .x/ is abelian implies that C G .x/ Ä C G .y/. Since C G .x/ is free and C G .y/ OE G, we have C G .x/ D C G .y/. Hence Z.G t / Ä C G .x/ and so x centralizes Z.G t /. Since x is a t 0 -element, it contradicts the above argument. Thus, G t is abelian. Remark 2.13. By Lemmas 2.12 and 2.2, for every x 2 G such that
Lemma 2.14. Let g 2 G Z.G/. The following hold.
Proof. (i) Assume that an element g 2 G satisfies jg G j 2 ¹q.q C /; q.q C /=2º. Let t 2 .q.q C /=2/. Write g D g t g t 0 D g t 0 g t , where g t and g t 0 are t-part and t 0 -part of g, respectively (it means g t is a t-element and g t 0 is a t 0 -element).
, which is impossible since by Lemma 2.12 we have jg G t j 2 ¹.q 2 1/=2; q.q /º. Hence g t 2 Z.G/. Now let x 2 C G .g/ be a t-element, for some t 2 .q.q C /=2/. So
Hence jg G t 0 j divides j.xg t 0 / G j and so j.xg t 0 / G j 2 ¹q.q C /; q.q C /=2º. Therefore similar to the above discussion we conclude x is central. So C G .g/=Z.G/ is a .q /-group. Thus part (i) is proved. (ii) Let x be an element whose index is q.q /. By Remark 2.13, C G .x/ is abelian. If there is a p-element y 2 C G .x/ Z.G/, then C G .x/ Ä C G .y/, and so jy G j divides jx G j, which contradicts jy G j D .q 2 1/=2. Now assume that there is a t-element y 2 C G .x/ Z.G/, for some t 2 .q /. By Remark 2.13, C G .x/ is abelian and free, and this implies that C G .y/ D C G .x/. From the set of conjugacy class sizes and part (i), it is clear that there exists a .q /-element z 2 C G .y/ whose index is q.q C /=2 and centralizes a G s , for all elements s 2 .q /. Since C G .y/ is abelian, we have
If there is a t -element y 2 C G .x/ Z.G/ for some t 2 ..q C /=2/, then by Lemma 2.12 we have C G .x/ Ä C G .y/, and so jy G j divides jx G j, which is impossible, since jy G j D q.q /. Now assume that there is a t -element y 2 C G .x/ Z.G/ for some t 2 .q /. Since C G .x/ is free, it implies that C G .y/ D C G .x/. Again by part (i), there exists
In the following, we set N G D G=Z.G/ and N x D xZ.G/ 2 N G for every x 2 G.
Lemma 2.15. The following hold.
(ii) Let N x and N y be an s-element and a t -element in N G, respectively, when either s 2 .q / and t 2 ..q C /=2/, or s D p and t 2 .q /, or s D p and t 2 ..q C /=2/. Then OE N x; N y 6 D 1.
(iii) G has Hall .q /-subgroups and Hall ..q C /=2/-subgroups.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 2.14, there exists an x 2 G such that jG W C G .x/j p D q, and
(ii) Suppose that there are an s-element N x and a t -element N y in N G such that
where s 2 .q / and t 2 ..q C /=2/. Then we may assume that x and y are an s-element and a t -element, respectively. We have that OEx; y 2 Z.G/. If o.x/ D k, then OEx k ; y D OEx; y k D 1, and hence x 2 C G .y k / D C G .y/ since gcd.k; t/ D 1. This is a contradiction by Lemma 2.14 (ii). We apply the same argument for the pair .s; t / where either s D p and t 2 ..q C /=2/, or s D p and t 2 .q /; then we get another contradiction. (iii) From parts (i)-(ii) of Lemma 2.14, we know that N G has Hall .q /-subgroups and Hall ..q C /=2/-subgroups. Let K=Z.G/ D C G .y/=Z.G/ be a Hall .q /-subgroup of N G, for some element y 2 G. Hence K=.Z.G/ .q / 0 / is a .q /-group. By the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem, there exists
It is easy to see that H is a Hall .q /-subgroup of G. We can discuss similarly to deduce that G has Hall ..q C /=2/-subgroups. Lemma 2.16. Let .q / ¹2º 6 D ;. Assume that H is a Hall .q /-subgroup of G. Then one of the following holds.
(i) H D Q A, where Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and A is a normal abelian 2-complement of H ,
where Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and A is an abelian 2-complement of H . Furthermore, jx G j D q.q C / for every 2 0 -element x 2 H Z.G/, and C G .x/ is abelian for every x 2 H with jx G j D q.q C /.
Proof. Pick y 2 G such that jy G j D q.q C /=2. As we discussed in the proof of Lemma 2.15 (iii),
where H is the Hall .q /-subgroup of G. By the maximality of C G .y/, we may assume y is a t -element, for some prime t. Let x 2 C G .y/ be a t 0 -element. Note that there exists such an element, since j .q /j 2. Since
and from cs.G/, the index of x in C G .y/ is either 1 or 2. Since H E C G .y/, it follows that the index of every t 0 -elements of H is 1 or 2.
First we assume the indices of all t 0 -elements of H are 1. So H has a central t -complement. If t 6 D 2, then H D T A, where T is a Sylow t -subgroup of G and A is an abelian 2-complement of H . This implies that C G .x/ contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G for all x 2 H , and thus jx G j D q.q C /=2, which contradicts Lemma 2.14. So t D 2 and we have H D Q A, where Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and A is an abelian 2-complement of H , as we claimed in (i).
Secondly, we assume the set of indices of t 0 -elements of H equals ¹1; 2º. By Lemma 2.3, we consider the following two cases of t.
(
Therefore, there must exist a 2-element x such that jC G .x/j D jC G .y/j=2. For all 2 0 -elements z 2 C G .x/, by the minimality of C G .x/ we have
which implies z 2 Z.C G .x//. So by setting A D T A 0 , we have H D Q A, where A is abelian, as we claimed in (i).
(b) If t D 2, by Lemma 2.3, H has abelian 2-complements. Here we may assume that all non-central 2 0 -elements x 2 H have jx G j D q.q C /, since if there exists a 2 0 -element x such that jC G .x/j D jC G .y/j, then similar to case (a), we deduce (i) holds. First assume that x 2 H is a 2 0 -elements such that jx G j D q.q C /. Then by the minimality of C G .x/, we have C G .x/ 2 Ä Z.C G .x//. Since H has abelian 2-complements, it follows that C G .x/ is abelian. Now let x be a 2-element such that jx G j D q.q C /. Let z 2 C G .x/ be a non-central 2 0 -element. Then we have C G .x/ Ä C G .z/ and so C G .x/ D C G .z/, by the fact that
for every non-central 2 0 -element z. Since C G .z/ is abelian, C G .x/ is also abelian. Hence for every x with jx G j D q.q C /, C G .x/ is abelian, as we claimed in (ii).
Let jx G j D q.q C /, for some x 2 G. Then C G .x/ .q / Ä H , for some Hall .q /-subgroup H and jH W C G .x/ .q / j D 2. Thus C G .x/ .q / E H . We also know that C G .x/ .q / is abelian and so C G .x/ .q / has a normal 2-complement. Hence H has a normal 2-complement as well. Therefore H D Q Ë A, where A is the 2-complement of H and Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and so (ii) holds.
Lemma 2.17. Let .q / ¹2º 6 D ;. Then N G Š PSL.2; q/.
Proof. We shall show that N G has a non-trivial partition. By Lemma 2.16, we have the following cases.
First, assume H D Q A, where H is a Hall .q /-subgroup of G, Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and A is an abelian 2-complement of H . So, by the well-known Wielandt Theorem (see [10, 9.1.10] ), all Hall .q /-subgroups of G are conjugate.
LetˇD ¹C G .x/=Z.G/ W x is a non-central element of G such that C G .x/ is maximal in the lattice of centralizers of Gº. Since the elements inˇare either Hall .q /-subgroups, Hall .q C /=2-subgroups or Sylow p-subgroups of N G, the union of elements ofˇis a cover for N G. Let z 2 C G .x/ \ C G .y/ Z.G/. By Lemma 2.14 and the maximality of C G .x/ and C G .y/, we have jx G j D jy G j.
First, assume jx G j D jy G j 2 ¹.q 2 1/=2; q.q /º. Since C G .x/ is abelian by Remark 2.13, we have C G .x/ Ä C G .z/ and also by the maximality of C G .x/, we conclude that
Now let jx G j D jy G j D q.q C /=2. As we have discussed in the proof of Lemma 2.15 (iii), we may assume that C G .x/ D H Z.G/ .q / 0 and hence
Since A, A g are central in C G .x/, C G .y/, respectively, we have that C G .z/ contains A and A g as its subgroups. Note that, considering the structure of C G .x/, we may assume z is a non-central .q /-element. So jz G j 2 ¹q.qC /; q.qC /=2º, which implies that C G .z/ .q / Ä H k , for some k 2 G, by using Lemma 2.14. Thus A is normal in C G .z/, which implies that A D A g . Since .q / ¹2º 6 D ;, we have hQ;
where Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and A is a normal abelian 2-complement of H , C G .x/ is abelian for every x 2 G with jx G j D q.q C /, and jy G j D q.q C / for every 2 0 -element y 2 H Z.G/.
LetˇD ¹C G .x/=Z.G/ W x is a non-central element of G such that C G .x/ is minimal in the lattice of centralizers of Gº. We claim that the union of elements ofˇis a cover for N G. It is obvious that all of the elements of N G, beside 2-elements whose indices are q.q C /=2, appear in the components ofˇ. Assume that x is a 2-element whose index in G is q.q C /=2. Then H Ä C G .x/, for some Hall .q /-subgroup H of G. Thus we have x 2 Z.H /. To fulfil the claim that the union of components ofˇcovers N G, it suffices to find an element y 2 H such that jC G .y/j D jC G .x/j=2; then x 2 C G .y/. Let z 2 C G .x/ \ C G .y/ Z.G/. We know that jx G j D jy G j, by Lemma 2.14. If jx G j D jy G j 2 ¹.q 2 1/=2; q.q /º, then similarly to the first case we obtain that C G .x/ D C G .y/. If jx G j D jy G j D q.q C /, then, by the fact that C G .x/ and C G .y/ are abelian, we have that C G .x/ Ä C G .z/ and C G .y/ Ä C G .z/. Thus either C G .x/ D C G .z/ D C G .y/, or C G .z/ D H Z.G/ .q / 0 , for some Hall .q /-subgroup H of G. The former case is what we wanted to prove, so we may assume the later case holds. Since H has a unique 2-complement, we deduce that the three centralizers C G .x/, C G .y/ and C G .z/ have the same 2-complement. Let C G .x/ D A Q 1 Z.G/ .q / 0 and C G .y/ D A Q 2 Z.G/ .q / 0 , where A Z.G/ .q / 0 is the 2-complement of C G .x/ and C G .y/, and Q 1 and Q 2 are Sylow 2-subgroups of C G .x/ and C G .y/, respectively. For u 2 A Z.G/ we have jC G .u/j D jC G .x/j D jC G .y/j. Also C G .x/ Ä C G .u/ and C G .y/ Ä C G .u/. Hence C G .u/ D C G .x/ D C G .y/. Thereforeˇis a partition for N G. So by Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, one of the following cases occurs, Case 1. Similar to the argument we had in Theorem 2.9, we have that N G is not a p-group and also it is not isomorphic to S 4 . Case 2. Let N G have a normal subgroup, say N , such that j N G W N j D r, where r is a prime number and N is nilpotent.
In this case N is one of the components ofˇand so jN j 2 ² q; q ; q 2 ; q C 2 ³ ; which is not possible since j N G=N j is prime. which is contradicting jH j j jKj 1. Case 4. N G is isomorphic to Sz.2 h /, for some odd integer h 3.
